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Managing Tabs in Edge Browser 

When browsing the internet throughout the day, you may find you have lots of open tabs. There comes 

a point when you can barely see the icons associated with web pages. Or, you close a tab and quickly 

regret it and now can't remember how you got there to reopen it. 

If you're using Edge, you have some tools that are readily available to help with tab management. 

In the upper-left corner of the browser window, you'll see this icon . This opens the Tab Actions 

Menu. 

 

• Turn on vertical tabs (Ctrl+Shift+,) - this option moves all of the tab headings to the left side of 

the page, with vertically aligned icons and longer site titles. This makes it easier to work with 

multiple open tabs. In addition, the pane can be collapsed when you don't need to see all of the 

details. Click on < to collapse the pane. 
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• Search tabs (Ctrl+Shift+A)  - this option launches a floating window that displays tabs that are 

currently open and those that were recently closed.  

 

The Search bar allows you to enter a term and all open and recently closed tabs are searched, 

narrowing the list to include only those with matches. 

 

• Recently closed tabs - opens the History list where you can quickly locate a recently closed tab, 

listed by date and time closed. 

• Add all tabs to Collections - all open tabs will be added to a single Collection in Edge.  

Collections allow you to bring together and categorize content that you discover across the 

internet. You can collect different types of content such as images, texts, and links and put them 

on a note page, no longer needing to take screen snips and paste them in a document or other 

location. 
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If you want to move the tabs back across the top of the browser window, click on  and choose 

Turn off vertical tabs (keyboard shortcut: Ctrl+Shift+,). 


